OWNER’S MANUAL
10x10 SUN SHELTER WITH NETTING
L-GZ512PST-C
299-4560-2

IMPORTANT:
Please read and follow all safety statements, warnings, assembly instructions, use & care
directions before attempting to assemble. Please take down the gazebo during strong
wind. The manufacturer or retailer is not liable for any loss of the product or other items
due to the failure to take down the gazebo during strong wind.

WARNINGS:
1. Assembly Instructions must be followed.
2. Pegs supplied must be used to hold this gazebo in place when upright.
3. Do not use candles, matches or open flames of any kind in or near a tent.
4. Do not cook inside the tent.
5. Build campfires downwind and several meters away from a tent and be sure to fully
extinguish campfires before leaving a campsite or before retiring for the night.
6. Exercise extreme caution when using fuel-powered lanterns or heaters inside a tent and use
battery-operated lanterns whenever possible.
7. Do not refuel lamps, heaters or stoves inside a tent.
8. Extinguish or turn off all lanterns before going to sleep.
9. Do not smoke in a tent.
10. Do not store flammable liquids inside a tent.
11. KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC. This tent is
made of flame-resistant fabric. It is not fireproof. The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact

with a flame source.

Parts List

1

Upper pole

4

2

Lower pole

4

3

Long support pole

8

4

Short support pole

4

5

Lower bar

4

6

Upper bar

4

A

Base

4

B

Corner connector

4

C

Top connector

1

D

Small canopy

1

E

Big canopy

1

F

Mosquito netting

1

AA

￠4 x180 stake

8PCS

BB

Rope

8PCS

CC

Rope peg

8PCS

DD

Plastic ring

40

Tools required: ladder, hammer, screwdriver (not included)

Fig.1: Insert both ends of short support pole ( 4 ) into long support pole ( 3 ), then insert the other end of
long support pole ( 3 ) into 90 degree angle tube of corner connector ( B ), make sure the sloping pipe
upward.

Fig.2: Insert one end of lower bar ( 5 ) with shrink tube into upper bar (6), then insert upper bar ( 6 ) into top
connector (C), place big canopy (E) onto the top frame, but not expand before install the fourth upper bar
( 6 ), insert the fourth upper bar (6 ) into top connector (C) under big canopy (E) .

Fig.3: Insert the other end of lower bar (5) into the sloping pipe of corner connector (B), place small
canopy (D) onto the top frame.

Fig.4: Insert one end of upper pole (1) with spring into corner connector (B).

Fig.5: Insert the end of lower pole ( 2 ) with shrink tube into upper pole (1), insert the other end of lower
pole (2) into base (A), then use stake (AA) through base (A) to fix the gazebo.

Fig.6: Hook the metal buckle at the lower end of big canopy (E) to
the hole of lower pole (2), then attach plastic buckle to the hook of
base (A) as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig.7: Expand big canopy ( E ), tie rope ( BB ) to the four corners of
the gazebo, reinforce it using rope peg ( CC ), finally attach plastic
ring (DD) to mosquito netting (F) , hang to long support pole ( 3 )
or short support pole ( 4 ) as shown in Fig. 7.

USE & CARE:
1. This gazebo is not a permanent structure and should be disassembled & stored away after
use.
2. Do not repack your gazebo until completely dry.
3. In order to reduce the risk of personal injury and damage to equipment, basic safety
precautions should always be followed when assembling and using this product. Read all
instructions carefully before assembly and use.
4. Some parts may contain sharp edges. Wear protective gloves if necessary. In order to
ensure safe assembly, it is recommended that this product be assembled by at least two
people.
5. Keep children and pets away from the assembly area.
6. Begin assembly at least 6’ (1.8 m) away from any obstruction, such as a fence, garage,
house, overhanging branches, laundry line, or electrical wires.
7. Install gazebo on level ground. Anchor the gazebo to the ground with stakes for added
safety. Stakes are provided to secure the gazebo to the ground. If you wish to secure the
gazebo to a concrete and wood surfaces, use anchors suited for these surfaces (anchors not
included). Gazebo is intended for decorative and sunshade purposes only, and is not designed
to withstand harsh weather, including high winds, rain, and snow.
8. Verify that all nuts and bolts are tightly secured before and during use.
9. Remove canopy or take other precautions in high wind conditions.
10. Anchor or stake a minimum of four (4) locations of the unit to the ground for added safety
and security.
11. Steel components for garden accessories and furniture are treated with rust inhibiting paint
that protects them from rust. However, due to the nature of steel, surface oxidation (rusting)
will occur if this protective coating is scratched. This is a natural process. To minimize this
condition, it is recommended that care be taken when assembling and handling the product in
order to prevent the paint from being scratched. Surface rust can be removed easily using a
very light application of common cooking oil. If surface oxidation (rusting) occurs and no
measures are taken to correct it, the oxidation may start dripping onto the deck or patio, which
may cause damaging stains that may be difficult to remove.

